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THE STEAM & ELECTRIC
LAUNCH COMPANY
"Electric Boat Centre"
FROLIC 21'
Edwardian
style day
launch.

BELATRON BATTERY
CHARGERS..
The unique features of Belatron Chargers
make them the Ideal choice for'
battery powered boats, giving optimum
charge In all circumstances
• Stabilised against the
effects of mains voltage
ftuctuatlons .

.)

DELTIC 21'

• Very low current

drawn from mains
due to special
transformer design
gives best charging
economy.

Modern style
overnight
cruiser

• Reduced topping-up.
Full range of electric launches Visit our showrooms and ask for a
demonstration.

• And, of course,

renowned Bennlng
reliability.

THE STEAM & ELECTRIC LAUNCH COMPANY
"Builders of Fine Electric launches & Cruisers"
ST. GEORGE & DRAGON BOATHOUS E,
HENLEY ROAD, WARGRAVE, BERKS RG10 8HY
TEL: (0734) 402 577 FAX (0628) 890428

FROM:

~ BENNING UK
Oakley House, Hogwood Lane, Flnchampstead ,
Berks. RG11 4OW.
Tel: 0734 731506. Fax: 0734 731508 •
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Speed Controllers
from Curtis
YOUR CAPTAIN'S CHOICE
FOR ELECTRIC LAUNCHES AND NARROW BOATS

Specialists in

From 125 Amps to 600 Amps
From 24V to 120V

MARINE
ELECTRIC
POWER

ON THE GRAND UNION CANAL
OR THE NORFOLK BROADS

With a variety of monoblocs and traction cells we can
provide you with whatever electric power you need to
drive your boat majestically through the water. We can
also provide you with a charger as a package deal.

[URTIS

WORLD LEADERS IN DC MOTOR
SPEED CONTROLLERS
Curtis Instruments (U, K.) Ltd., 51 Grafton Str eet. Northampton
NNl 2NT. Tel : (060 4) 29755. Telera)( : (060 4) 29876

For further details:
Oldham Crompton Batteries Ltd.
Edward Street, Denton, Manchester M34 3AT.
Tel: 061-335 0999. Fax: 061-335 0020.
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The wind in the willows.
is all you will hear

Voltaire 18
The perfect electric launch
for rivers and lakes
Up to 8 hours cruising on one charge
Seats 8 adults comfortably
Easily towed behind a family car
The Thames Electric Launch Company
PO Box 3
Goring-on-Thames
Reading RG8 OHQ
Tel: 0491 873126
Fax: 0491 872217

ICLTCN
E. C. CONNECTORS CO. LTD.
PEGASUS WORKS,
329 FRONT LANE ,
UPMINSTER, ESSEX RM14 1LW.
Tel : (04022) 24323.
Fax: (04022) 21191.

E. C. CONNECTORS CO . LTD.
6 HAINGE ROAD ,
TIVIDALE , WARLEY ,
WEST MIDLANDS B69 2NB.
Tel: 021 5224112.
Fax: 021 522 4174.

ELECTRONIC CONTROL
SYSTEMS
ELECTRONIC CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR:
ELECTRIC BOATS, MINING LOCO'S, FORKTRUCKS, MILKFLOATS AND ALL D.C. POWERED
ELECTRIC VEHICLES.
AGENTS FOR:
SEVCON TECH / OPS LTD. , ANDERSON POWER PRODUCTS
(Battery Connectors), REMA BATTERY CONNECTORS.
REPAIRS TO CONTROL EQUIPMENT CARRIED OUT IN OUR
OWN FACTORIES INCLUDING:
SEVCON , CABLEFORM , GENERAL ELECTRIC and
LANSING BAGNALL.
~

CABLEFORM

~ SERVICE~
~ CENTRE /
~

CASTLE NARROW BOATS
USE SEVCON ELECTRONIC
CONTROLLERSSupplied by COLTON

Retiring chairman Kevin Desmond receives a cut-glass decanter from his
successor Gillian Nahum, in recognition of ten years service to the EBA.
his issue of Electric Boat News marks some key developments
in the life of the Association . The first you will notice are several
new names at the top of this page . The significant missing
name is that of Kevin Desmond. Kevin was the founding father of the
EBA, and its driving force for the first ten years. He managed to
combine the roles of Chairman , Secretary , and Editor of the
magazine , while at the same time his boundless enthusiasm
encouraged both private members and trade organisations to join
and support the movement.
When he is not promoting electric boating , Kevin 's principal
occupation is as one of the world 's leading authorities on the history
of modern boats, and in this capacity he has moved to what must be
the historian 's paradise . The French town of Bordeaux is in the
process of establishing the world 's largest museum of pleasure
boating , and Kevin has been taken on as Senior Researcher. The
Conservatoire International de La Plaisance, to give it its full title, is
being set up in the old WWII U-boat pens, and Kevin has been given
the onerous task of filling these with boats, engines and publications
covering the last 100 years of pleasure craft. If he is half as
successful at this task as he has been for the EBA, then the museum
is set to be an outstanding attraction . The opening ceremony will be
this Spring , and obviously it is going to grow rapidly from there.
We are sure you will all join is in wishing Kevin every success in
his new project, and hope that he and his wife Alex, and their son
settle down Quickly into their new life. We will keep you posted on
the progress of the new museum , which we are sure will have more
than its fair share of electric exhibits. To mark the EBA's appreciation
for all that he has done for the electric boating cause, a presentation
was made to him at last year 's Wargrave Rally of an engraved
crystal decanter depicting the electric passenger launch the
Viscountess of Bury.
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The scale of Kevin's contribution to the Association is measured by
the fact that we have had to appoint three people to fill the gap he
has left. As Editor, we have Emrhys Barrell , who used to be editor of
Motorboats Monthly, and currently combines freelance journalism
with running the Thames Electric Launch Company. Our chairman is
Gillian Nahum , who is active both as a consultant to the electric
vehicle industry, as well as running Hambleden Mill Marina Sales.
Keith Langridge , our new secretary is both a journalist, and a
historical researcher . All three have already been working on the
committee in unofficial positions, but have now taken on formal
roles , joining the existing members.
To coincide with the new team , this issue of EB News has brought
us right up to date with printing technology, being produced on the
latest desk-top publishing system . For this we are most grateful to
Motorboats Monthly, and in particular their present Editor Kim
Hollamby, who has lent us both his expertise and compute rs. For the
layout and design we have to thank MBM's Art Editor, Paul Hanson ,
for his skills and patience . We would also like to take this
opportunity to thank our previous printer, Tony Grace of Caversham
Litho, for all his help and assistance over the early years.
The change-over in production has inevitably lead to this issue
running late , but we hope the final result is worth it. It should also
result in a more straightforward process for future issues, and also
reduce the costs of what is the EBA's largest single item of
expenditure. We believe that the newsletter is our most important
link with you our members, and we hope that the new production
system will enable us to continue to bring it out to the same high
standards. Inevitably also there will be a few glitches in this first
issue, but these should be Quickly ironed out.

Full house
for electric boat
history talk
he first event of the 1992 calendar was
a highly successful talk by Edward
Hawthorne, Users ' Group Chairman ,
and Paul Wagstaffe, EBA member and Chief
Executive of the BMIF . The subject was
Electric Boats, Past Present and Future, and
it was presented to the River Thames
Society, Middle Thames Branch, in April.
The venue was the Liston Hall in Marlow,
and over 60 members of both the RTS and
EBA attended.
The presentation divided neatly into two
parts, and was amply illustrated by slides
and prints . Edward lead off, with a talk on
the history of electric boating on the
Thames from the 1880s to the 1920s. Most
of those present were completely unaware
of the extent of electric boating on the
Thames in that era, but Edward's extensive
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collection of pictures traced the
development of the two main companies ,
The Immisch Electric Launch Co , and the
Thames Valley Launch Co . Between them
these hired out up wards of 50-60 boats
every season, ranging from four-seaters up
to the famous 'Viscountess Bury ', that
carried 80 passenegers . The slides showed
the floating charging stations, that could be
towed to major venues, such as Henley, for
special events . Boatbuilders mentioned
included Tagg, Sargeant , Saunders ,
Andrews, Bond , and Horsham, the last two
specialising in electric canoes , which
continued to be built until , the 1920s. In the
earliest days, the only alternative to electric
propulsion was the steam engine , which
was large , heavy, dirty and inconvenient.
Gradually however, after the First World
War, the internal combustion engine was
developed to the point at which it usurped
electricity, which faded completely off the
scene until its modern revival.
Paul took over here, and traced the rebirth
of electric power in modern times. In the UK
this was largely due to the efforts of RearAdmiral Percy Gick, who cruised 'Electra of

Emsworth ' over 600 miles , sponsored by
the Electricity Council , and by the late
Viscount St Davids, who powered his owndesigned narrowboat by electric outboards.
Rupert Latham 's Steam & Electric Launch
Co was described , together with the Frolic
and Mystic dayboats , electric canoes ,
electric slipper launch, and the Deltic
weekend cruiser. To these were added the
Thames Electric Launch Co, and Gibbs
Marine, both with boats from the USA.
Also mentioned was the extensive use of
electric trolling outboard motors , sold in
tens of thousands in the USA as auxiliaries
to larger petrol outboards on fishing boats.
The commercial market has also grown as
well. Paul showed slides of the 70ft electric
narrowboats that take literally hundreds of
thousands of tourists through the Dudley
Tunnel limestone workings in Birmingham
every year. To these were added cruise
boats at Wigan , a restaurant boat at
Birmingham , and the largest of them all , the
Vaporetti waterbus on the canals of Venice.
And the future? Pictures of solar-powered
boats, hybrid -engined cruisers, new
outboards - the future looks exciting . EH

Largest
electric fleet
this century?
or the last five years, the Wargrave and
Mid-Thames Electric Boat Club has
organised a most successful electricboat rally on the Thames at Wargrave, and
these have always been well-supported by
Club and EBA members , and their boats.
This year, to make a change, the venue was
moved to the Remenham Club at Henley.
but the formula remained as popular as
ever.
Over 27 boats turned up on Sunday 14th
June, making this what is claimed to have
been the largest gathering of electric craft
this century. To this were added a good
number of shore-based members , who
arrived by road to enjoy the activities, and
the delightful surroundings of the club . With
Henley Week itself less than a month away,
the tents and marked-out rowing course on
the river added their own atmosphere to the
day.
After the obligatory leisurely picnic, afloat
or on the lawns, the boats moved off for the
parade, which took them up through Henley
town bridge, then back down the regatta
course. The sunny day meant that both the
river and the tow-path were packed with
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Above: Paul Wagstaffe receives the Emsworth Trophy for 300 cruising miles last year.
boats and visitors, and the assembled fleet
drew much complimentary attention.
Coverage in the local press and on local TV
news followed , which is always beneficial in
promoting the cause . Even so, we should
give some thought to displaying some sort
of informative banner at these events , so
that the spectators realise that these are all
electric-powered craft.
The competition for best-dressed boat was
won by Bluebottle , a Frolic 21 owned by
Robin and Eve Bentham , with runners-up
Willow VI , owned by Peter and Kim

Henshaw, and The Ferryman , Don Hoskins '
new Frolic 31.
The rally also appropriately marked the
10th Anniversary of the EBA , and the
opportunity was used to present the
Emsworth Trophy for the longest electric
cruise last year to Paul and Pat Wagstaffe,
who travelled over 300 cruising miles
during the season , in their 30ft Frolic ,
Wagtail. At the same time the members
bade farewell to Kevin Desmond, presenting
him with a decanter to mark our thanks for
his huge contribution to the EBA.

Taunton
Trailboat Rally

E

very year the Inland Waterways
Association , IWA, holds a rally for
owners of trailable boats. This year they
chose as their venue Taunton in Devon , on
the Taunton & Bridgewater Canal. The EBA
had a tent there , in conjunction with The
Thames Electric Launch Co , who were
showing two of their boats , plus electric
outboards.
The intention of the Trailboat Rallies is to
draw attention to a particular stretch of
water that may not be well utilised at the
moment, but is prime for development.
This certainly applies to Taunton , where a
plan is in progress to re-open the once
derelict canal , supported by the local
councils . Add to this the possibilities of
opening up the 100 miles of the Somerset
Levels , and you have fertile territory for
electric boats.
In the event, over 50 boats turned up for
the three day rally , held over the Spring
Bank Holiday in May. Considerable interest
was shown in TELCO 's Voltaire 18 launch ,
and the smaller Electric Ranger 13. The
company was also showing its range of

Combi and Minn Kota electric outboards.
The latter were available for boat owners to
tryout on their own craft , and proved
especially suitable for rowing-boats, skiffs
and canoes , easily pushing them at canal
speeds of 4mph , to the surprise of the
owners. The smallest boat at the rally was

the 6ft long Amphicat , a one-man cross
between a surfboard and a canoe, and even
this took the smallest Minn Kota, though
finding a spot for the battery was somewhat
precarious!
Also at the rally was an 8ft electricpowered dinghy owned by the Taunton
Canal Trust. This has to be the simplest and
cheapest electric boat we have come
across. Power comes from the motor of a
battery-powered lawn mower, running from
a single 12v battery. This drives through a
tiny shaft driven propeller, with the coupling
between motor and shaft just being a length
of water hose. The motor control is a makeand-break knife connector, mounted on the
central thwart , looking like a prop from a
Frankenstein film , giving just one speed
forward , one speed reverse , and neutral.

Above: The Amphicat with its Minn Kota
outboard at the Taunton rally must be the
smallest electric craft afloat. Left: A Minn
Kota on a plywood cruising skiff.

World Record
still safe
Just as we were going to press we had
news of a high ly successful electric boat
regatta held in the USA. The Snohomish
County Public Utilities Department No . 1,
which fortunately abbreviates itself to PUD ,
had issued a challenge to allcomers to
break The Countess of Arran 's World
Electric Speed Record . To this was added a

solar-powered speed class, and a batterypowered marathon . With first prizes of
$5000 for each class, it was likely to be a
well-supported event, and this proved to be
the case.
We will be publishing an extended report
on the festival next issue , but at this stage
we can confirm that Lady Arran's 50.83mph
is still very safe, the only two challengers
failing to make it to the line. The two other
classes however were well-contested - for
$5000 we think a few people over here
would get their design caps on!

Above: One of the competitors in the
Snohomish County electric boat rally.

Eastern
Electricity
lead the charge
lectric boating is at a crossroads. Over
the last ten years it has been proved
that electric dayboats can work, to the
point where today there is a choice of
models available, from modest trailable craft
to luxurious launches. But the majority of
boats on our waterways are cruisers, and
even if these are often only used for day
trips , on some occasions through the
season the owners will want to go away for
a weekend or longer . For this they will
require easy access to overnight charging
points , and sadly , until these are readily
available , electric boating will remain a
minority section of the market.
Unfortunately though, it is a chicken-andegg situation . Without the points few people
will buy electric cruisers, but without the
customers, no-one is going to be willing to
invest in a network of charging points. To
break this deadlock, someone has to give a
lead in the setting up of charging points,
and it has to be someone who can justify
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Cookham

catches the sun
he Cookham Regatta, held on the 5th
September, managed to find a bright
window in the otherwise gloomy end to
this summer's weather. As usual , electric
boats provided such a large proportion of
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Above: Eastern Electricity's new Frolic 31 marks a major commitment to electric boating.
the initial expenditure , without needing to
get a short-term return on the investment.
With a dayboat you do not have such a
problem - the craft always comes back to
the same mooring , and so the owner is
prepared to invest in the one charging point
necessary. Also because the point is on
private property, and will only be used by
experienced people, it can be comparatively

simple and cheap to install.
In theory the water boards should have a
vested interest in promoting electric
boating , and hence setting up a system of
charging points , but in practice, until
environmental pressures or public demand
stop us from driving diesel engines through
our drinking water supplies , this will not
happen. The NRA are also addressing the

the craft entering the parade , that they were
awarded their own class. In the event, 14
electric boats turned up, only three down on
last year 's record figure , and with their
colourful decorations they made a welcome
sail-past for the spectators.
Notable new boats making their first
appearance included the 34ft Flying Swan , a
1900 Edwardian launch , superbly restored
for its owner Colin Ashby , by Henwood &
Dean of Hambleden. Also here for the first

time was the Celandine 16, a GRP open
launch , developed and now marketed by
Island Chain and Marine Services of Canvey
Island. To these were added Silver Dart, an
electric canoe, fitted out by owner Richard
Mash on one of the STELCO GRP hulls,
again to a superb standard. TELCO's Combi
outboard-powered Electric Ranger was also
on the water, giving trips to visitors to the
regatta who wanted to sample the silent
delights of electric boating. One of the first
of STELCO's 21ft Deltic weekenders, owned
by Denis Tye was also in the line-up.

problem, but their funds are limited , and
they can only move cautiously forward.
However, there is now a new source of
support for electric boating and that is the
newly-formed electricity companies.
These see benefits in promoting electric
boating coming from two directions. At the
obvious level , the electricity boards will
always be looking for new customers for
their product, but reality says that the sales
of electricity to boats will be comparatively
tiny, certainly in the early days. However at
a second level, the companies are keen to
promote awareness of electricity and its
many uses , and also to show the
environmental benefits of electric power,
and it is here that electric boating scores.
Nothing is more obviously beneficial to the
environment than an electric boat. Silent
and smokeless, the contrast with its diesel
or petrol-powered alternative cannot be
more direct. At the same time the craft
themselves are attractive, and can serve as
floating hospitality suites, or aids to the
local community . To date, three of the
electricity companies have taken up the
electric boat cause. Southern Electric are
sponsoring a guide to electric boating ,
Seeboard have bought their own boat, but
Eastern Electricity have gone one stage
further , not only buying two boats , but
paying for the installation of six purpose-

designed charging points on the Norfolk
Broads.
The two boats are a Frolic 31 for Eastern
themselves to use for promotional
purposes, plus a Combi electric outboard
powered boat to give disabled people
access to Ranworth Broad .
But it is the charging points that represent
the major breakthrough . These will be sited
at key points around the Broads, and their
positioning has been agreed in close cooperation with the Broads Authority. The
points will incorporate all the latest ideas in
safety technology, protecting both the user,
and other passers-by, and are described in
more detail later in this issue. Operation will
be by a system of pre-paid credit-type
plastic cards , removing the need for
collecting money, and reducing the risk of
vandalism .
The Broads Authority themselves are
showing a keen interest in the project.
Increasingly they are having to balance the
revenue-generating side of their waterways,
with the environmental impact of large
numbers of boats. Electric craft offer two
benefits . The obvious first one is the
reduction of pollution and noise. Less
obvious is the fact that electric boats tend to
be slower, and have better-designed hulls,
that make less wash , and hence cause less
bank-erosion and silting-up. However, the

Authority has also been concerned about
the safety aspects of electric boats , with
risks of electrocution to the users and
general public being high in their minds.
The arrival of Eastern Electricity on the
scene , with their technical know-how will
clearly go along way to reducing this
anxiety.
The second problem is the purely
commercial one. Installing charging points
costs money, and the limited numbers of
electric craft on the Broads at the moment,
will not repay this investment. At the same
time, building new electric boats , or
converting existing craft will also have its
own cost, and hire companies are unlikely
to invest in this expense until they are sure
there will be a sufficient network of charging
points in place.
So , from two aspects , the support of
Eastern for the electric boating cause is
most welcome , and has come at a
significant time in the development of our
sport. We hope this will mark an important
turning point, and will encourage other
authorities and bodies to follow suit. In
years to come, people will look back in
amazement at the fact that we allowed tens
of thousands of internal combustion
engines to drive through our drinking water
supplies. This step will hasten the arrival of
that date .
The Hawthorne Trophy , for the bestdecorated electric launch was won by
Marjorie Turk , wife of John Turk the
Queen 's Swankeeper, and her Frolic 21
Aronda. This was a popular decision , but
there were many close runners-up ,
including Margot, a Voltaire 18 owned by
local residents Mr & Mrs Stanley De Leon,
and decorated in Panamanian style . The
prize was presented by TV star, Tim BrookeTaylor, a Cookham resident.
The EBA had its own tent at the Regatta,
kindly donated by Simon Davis , and this
displayed a wide range of leaflets ,
information sheets, and electric outboards
to a steady stream of interested visitors.

Left and above: Marjorie Turk receives the
Hawthorne Trophy for her Frolic Aronda, from Tim
Brooke-Taylor. Far left: Margot, a Voltaire 18
was a runner-up Right: The new Celandine
16, from Island Chain and Marine Services.

Safer

charging point

ust about every electric boat depends at
some stage on a shore-based charging
point to re-charge its batteries. The
absence of a network of charging points is
now the greatest restriction to the growth in
the number of electric craft, particularly
cruising boats, as described in the previous
article. However, it is not just a question of
getting more points installed. Increasingly it
is being realised that safety of these points
must become a priority, if electric boating is
to become widely accepted .
'Water and electricity do not mix' , is one
of the oldest adages in the safety book.
However this would be better re-written as
'humans and electricity do not mix' . The
240V or 220V ac supply commonly used in
Europe and the UK is capable of killing or
seriously injuring anyone it comes in
contact with. In the home we are protected
from electrocution to a large extent by the
fact that we have double insulated
appliances , or an earth circuit, but this
protection vanishes as soon as water enters
the equation . Water is an excellent
conductor of electricity, and will make the
link between user and the electricity, even
with an insulated or earthed appliance. This
is why standard plugs and switches are not
allowed in bathrooms any longer. Instead
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the pull cord of the bathroom light switch
breaks the direct connection between hand
and fixture , reducing the risk of
electrocution.
Out in the garden , we have an increasing
number of mains-powered appliances, and
because of the increased likelihood of
contact with water, or damage to the wire, it
is now strongly-recommended that any
circuits that these run from are fitted with
what is called a Residual Current Device
(ReO). This is in effect an extremely
sensitive trip-switch , that detects if current
flows anywhere except down the supply and
return wire . Thus it will detect current
flowing through a human to earth . The RCD
will measure current flows of as little as
30mA ( 30 milliamps, or 30 thousandths of
an amp) , and will cut off the current in less
than 10 microseconds , less than the time
for the current to cause injury.
For the charging point of an electric boat,
at first glance it would seem that a similar
degree of protection is needed , and it would
appear that an RCD in the circuit will do the
job. However, in some installations ,
particularly those used by the public,
additional protection is required .
The main problem is that on a boat, there
is usually no earth circuit, so electrical
components can remain unprotected from
shorts. Also two neighbouring boats can be
at what is known as different earth potential.
The meaning of this is complicated , but in
essence the RCD can pass each boat as
being electrically OK, but at different earth
potentials from each other. Anyone stepping
between the two , touching
metal
components such as guard wires on the two
of them at the same time could get a shock.
Now, for the private owner , with a
charging point at the bottom of their garden ,
a simple RCD will usually provide sufficient
protection. However, for a charging point
that is likely to be used by the public, that is
likely to be sited in a public place , and may
be used by more than one boat at a time,
with indeterminate standards of electrical
installation on board , a more sophisticated
safety system is req uired .

I RCDI

Line
Neutral
Earth

One such charging point has now been
developed by Benning UK Ltd , in
conjunction with the EBA. The make-up of
our committee, comprising members from
charger manufacturers , plug and socket
makers, electricity boards, water authorities
and boat-builders, together with owners of
electric boats , has provided a unique
combination of experience and skills to
tackle this problem, and the solution is one
that is likely to be adopted as the standard
for public installations throughout this
country.
For the technically minded we will now
give a brief description of the system . The
rest of you can skip this part. The basis of
the system uses a four-wire cable, with
corresponding four-pin plug . Two wires of
the cable provide line and neutral as
normal. The third and fourth wires are Earth
and Pilot Earth , and are connected to an
Earth Loop Monitor (ELM). For the new
charging point to function, all mains
electrical components and metallic
conductors on the boat have to be
connected to an earth bonding box on
board , then to the earth wire. The fourth
wire then monitors whether this earth
circuit is intact. If it should be broken for
any reason , the supply will either be
disconnected, or will not turn on in the first
place . This also ensures that all boats
connected are at the same earth potential,
avoiding cross-boat shocks.
A second feature is that the charging point
uses a Marechal fou r-pole socket, which
can only take a matching Marechal plug .
This plug has an extended earth pin , to
which is connected the Earth-Loop Monitor
wire . This arrangement ensures that the
earth check is automatically carried out
before the rest of the pins enter the socket.
Finally, the current is only turned on to the
socket when the second earth pin enters .
This removes the need for a separate on-off
switch on the box, which can be damaged
or vandalised. It also means that only boats
with the correct plug can use the charging
point, and that the current is automatically
turned off to the socket should the plug be
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Above and top: The new safety charging point from Benning, suitable for public
installations. The drawing shows the Residual Current Device and Earth Loop Monitor.

accidentally pulled out.
The whole assembly is mounted inside a
weather-proof metal enclosure , complete
with a normal 30mA RCO. There is also
room inside to fit card or coin-operated
supply meters. The likely finished price is
expected to be in the region of £450, which
is good value for the level of protection
provided.
The resulting unit would appear to meet all

the likely requirements envisaged now or in
the foreseeable future, and is likely to be the
one adopted by the water authorities and
electricity companies. It does mean that
existing boats wishing to use the new
points will have to change to a four-pin
plug, plus earth bonding box on board , but
in practice this is simple to achieve. At the
same time, it will not be necessary to have
the same charging point at your base

Honda
goes electric

see at the Chicago Boat Show in September
that they had on display an electric-powered
boat.
The hull form was a canoe with outrigger,
allowing two seats in the main body, and
cleverly enabling them to site a bank of
solar panels on the joining deck. These
provide the power for the boat on sunny
days , with back-up batteries for cloudy
moments. Propulsion is via a water-jet, but
they were coyly not allowing anyone to
examine the mechanics. Judging by the
speed of the boat in the accompanying
video, they have discovered that the small

apanese giant Honda have been making
great play recently of the enviromentalfriendliness of their four-stroke petrol
outboard motors . These have apparently
passed the stringent emission regulations
now in force on the Bodensee in Germany.
It was therefore even more interesting to
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mooring . You will simply need to fit a fourpin socket to your existing outlet. However
we should again stress that this outlet
should be protected by at least an RCO , to
give you the minimum cover.
For anyone wanting further information on
the new charging point, contact:
Benning UK, Oakley House, Hogwood lane,
Finchampstead , Berks. RG11 4QW . Tel :
0734 731506. Fax: 0734 731508.

Left: The new Sun Fun from Honda has
solar panels plus batteries. Below and top:
The Voyager from Ray is a trailable cruiser,
powered by their 3hp electric outboard.
impeller does not make good use of the
output from an electric motor, but even so,
the project was very interesting. Needless
to the say, the finish of the boat was superb,
with a carbon-fibre hull! and joy-stick
control. Hopefully we can expect to see
much more from this company in this area
in the future.
Also on display at Chicago were some
more conventional electric craft, in the form
of a new 21 ft from Ouffield Marine, sold in
this country under the Voltaire name. This
includes fridge , ice-maker, and enclosed
toilet compartment in the bow. Also new at
the show was the Voyager, a 21 ft campingcruiser from Ray Marine, powered by one of
their 3hp Ray electric outboards. Trailable,
and easily launched , this could be the
stillwate r cruiser that many people have
been asking for.

Newest
member in Japan
It is pleasing to be able to report a healthy entry of new
members to the EBA since our last issue. The farthest flung of
these is Captain Hiroki Tabata, from Nagasaki in Japan, who is
about to take delivery of a brace of Frolic 21 s for hire use , but
there are many more , from the UK and abroad .
We have also received news of a newly launched Electric Boat
Association of America. Its aims mirror those of our own EBA,
and with numbers of electric boat owners in the USA being
measured in the 1OOO-plus league , we wish it every success. The
contact for the EBAA is: Ken Matthews, PO Box 11197, Naples,
Florida 33941 . Tel: (813) 774 3773.

EBA new members include:
Roger Duncan , Wooburn , Bucks
Paolo Ferraris, Turin , Italy
Peter Henshaw, Wargrave, Bucks
Keith Langridge , Chadwell Heath, Essex
Harry Legg , Bourne End , Bucks
Jan & Richard Mash , Little Marlow, Bucks
Mr & Mrs J S Sadler, Reading
Keith Browne, Nottingham
R W Callard , Marlow, Bucks
Brian Paul , Sheffield
David Wolff, Marlow, Bucks
Peter Steward , Henley, Oxon
Dr Charles Pollock, Warwick Un iversity
Mrs D. Tolliday, Abergavenny, Gwent

New Trade Members include:
Bossoms Boatyard , Oxford
Stephen Goldsborough Boats, Solihull
Henwood & Dean Boatbuilders, Henley
Finally, Mrs K Bartlett, of Cricklade , Wilts has asked us
to let her have names and addresses of members in her area.
If any members in that area would like to contact
Mrs Bartlett, her full address is: Plumtree Cottage,
54 Ashton Rd , Leigh , nr. Cricklade, Wilts .

VERSATILE DC MOTOR SPEED
CONTROL FOR 12 or 24 VOLTS.
Robust self contained modular units permit
continuously variable control of currents from
zero to over 100 Amps.
Supplied ready assembled or in kit form with
full Instructions.

Please send a large S.A.E. for free Infopack to:-

Nautilus Systems Ltd,
8 Avoca Road,
Tooting,
London, SW17 SSQ.
Tel:- 081-767 4184.

Please enter my subscription to the
Electric Boat Association for one year as:
Private Member (£15.00 per annum)
Industry Member ( £170.00 per annum)
Cheques made payable to: The Electric Boat Association

organisation dedicated to the advancement
of electric boating. Its members include
owners of electric boats, enthusiasts of the
sport, companies involved in building and
selling electric boats and associated
products, and other organisations with an
interest in electric boating. It organises
rallies, meetings and boat show stands. It
also acts as the coordinating body for a
wide range of individuals and organisations
involved in electric boating.
The EBA publishes the quarterly Electric Boat News, sent
free to all members, and an extensive list of Technical
Information Sheets on the various aspects of building and
operating electric boats.

.....................................................Poslcode ........................ .
Telephone ....................................Fax................................. .
: I":

Type .....................................................................................
Length ..................................................................................

Please send this form, or photocopy, to:
Fraser Brown, Membership Secretary
The Mouse Hole, Abbey Road,
Knaresborough HG5 8HX

